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(NAPSA)—More Americans
than ever consider pets a part of
the family, so it’s no surprise that
when families travel, so do their
pets.  

According to the Travel Indus-
try Association, 70 percent of pet
owners would like to have their
pets travel with them. 

Veterinary Pet Insurance
reports that it is not uncommon
for pets to become ill or injured
while traveling. That is why Dr.
Peter Weinstein, medical director
at VPI came up with the following
tips:

• Make sure your pets’ vacci-
nations are up to date. Give vac-
cines at least 10 days before you
leave.

• Plan twice as many rest
stops on your road trip as you
would for a small child to give
your pets time to stretch their legs
and go to the bathroom. 

• Avoid motion sickness by
only feeding your pets a small
meal several hours prior to the
trip.

• Bring plenty of fresh water
whenever you travel with your
pet, and factor in potential emer-
gencies, such as your vehicle
breaking down. Bring extra food
and snacks for the road.

• Safety belts and harnesses
are okay for securing small dogs
in vehicles, but the safest way for
your dog to travel is in a crate
secured on the back seat.

• Just like humans, dogs need
to be conditioned before going hik-
ing or other outdoor excursions.
Take your dog on longer walks and

exercise him/her more frequently
as your outing approaches.

• If you’re planning a long
hike, bring a special “trail mix”
just for your pup. Like humans,
dogs should be properly hydrated
before, during and after exercise
sessions. 

• Plan ahead for extreme
weather. In cold climates, dogs
should always have some sort of
protection for their paw pads. I
recommend booties to cover their
paws and make sure you check
their pads regularly for injury or
sensitivity. Extreme heat can also
be dangerous for pets, especially
extremely hot roads and rocks
that can injure paws.

• Take safety precautions when
your dog swims. Never let your
dog swim without a lifejacket.
Afterward, make sure to clean out
their ears and give them a clean
water rinse to remove any chlorine
or dirt that they may have accu-

mulated during the swim. 
• When outdoors, there is a

variety of gear especially devel-
oped for the active pet including
collapsible bowls that fit into
backpacks, backpacks designed
for pets, protective vests and even
lifejackets. Remember, pets can’t
ask for help if they’re in trouble,
so anticipate any problems ahead
of time and pack accordingly.

• Make sure your pet is wear-
ing an ID tag and bring a photo of
your pet in case they get lost.

• Prepare for the unexpected
and enroll your pet with a Veteri-
nary Pet Insurance policy. VPI
policies allow you to go to any
licensed veterinarian worldwide,
which will give you great peace of
mind should an accident or illness
occur on the road.

VPI recently paid a claim for a
Labrador Retriever who was
injured on a boating trip. After
enjoying a swim in the lake, the
family started to head back to
shore. Their Labrador jumped off
the front of the platform boat and
struck the propeller. 

The wound to the dog’s leg
required hundreds of stitches,
knee surgery and a skin graft.
The family was thankful to have a
VPI policy to help with the
expenses for restoring the health
of their pet. 

As the oldest and largest
health insurance company for pets
in the nation, VPI has been in
business nearly 25 years.  

To protect your pet, visit the
Web site www.petinsurance.com
or call 1-800-USA-PETS.

Traveling And Vacationing With Your Pet—Tips For Enjoyable Trips

Bring plenty of fresh water
whenever you travel with your
pet and plan rest stops so your
pet can stretch its legs.

(NAPSA)—As the seasons of
“bare” approach, you may want to
show some skin, either in a bikini
at the beach, or when wearing
flirty skirts and shorts around
town. Many women believe
smooth, hair-free skin helps them
feel put together, but time, money
and pain thresholds do not
always permit a trip to the spa for
exotic hair removal treatments.
To help, Jillian Wright, aestheti-
cian to the stars, reveals informa-
tion vital to beautiful skin and
effective hair removal in the con-
venience of your own home. 

Prepping Your Skin 
• Adopt a “Very Little Sun”

policy. Sun exposure is the num-
ber one cause of premature skin
aging and over-exposure can
inhibit your hair removal ritual.
Use sunscreen with zinc or tita-
nium dioxide when outside.

• Exfoliation is key. To ensure
beautiful skin, exfoliate once or
twice a week to remove dead skin
cells that dull your complexion.
This creates a “clean canvas” for
better penetration of beauty
products.

• Hydration fixation. Softer is
better, so moisturize face and
body day and night. Drink water
for internal hydration and a
healthy glow. 

Taking It Off
The most cost-effective and

convenient option is the use of an
at-home product—one that has
proven hair removal with long-
lasting results. NAIR®, the expert

in hair removal, offers longer-
lasting results than shaving with-
out the nicks, cuts and razor
bumps associated with this
“other” popular method of hair
removal. New products with
improved formulas and “hands
free” applicators, like NAIR No
Touch Glide-On Cream, Mousse
and Upper Lip Cream, make the
grooming ritual of hair removal
cleaner and more controlled, with
less irritation.

Depilatories remove hair from
beneath the surface of the skin
for results with staying power
while simultaneously exfoliating
target areas, leaving behind soft-
ening agents for smooth, moistur-
ized skin. They can be used as a
stand-alone method or in conjunc-
tion with the other hair removal
methods. Used at home, while on
a business trip, or when weekend-
ing at the beach with friends,
depilatories offer a great way to
help maintain beautiful, smooth
skin all summer long.

Show Some Skin For Summer

Softer is better, so moisturize
your face and body, day and
night.

(NAPSA)—Contrary to popular
opinion, men and women agree on
what makes a partner attractive
and on what makes a relationship
satisfying, recent research re-
veals. A large-scale survey discov-
ered some surprising facts:

1. Both men and women con-
sider intelligence and personality
more important than they do
appearance or professional suc-
cess, though the physical appear-
ance of a prospective partner is
more than twice as important to
men as it is to women.

2. The most important require-
ment for capturing a man’s atten-
tion, however, is not physical
beauty but a show of interest. 

3. There is a hierarchy of ele-
ments that make for a satisfying
long-term relationship. Couples
say these include communica-
tion, personal freedom, time
together, social life issues, sexual
compatibility and personal val-
ues. Also noted, though consid-
ered less important by survey
respondents, were money man-
agement, dividing of household
responsibilities,  coping with
stress, child-rearing practices
and gender roles. 

4. Couples indicated that the
key to compatibility is under-
standing each other’s attitudes
and opinions on money and sav-
ing; identifying and achieving

goals; and inspiring each other.
5. According to those men and

women surveyed, identifying goals
and expectations earlier on is
important to a successful relation-
ship. Couples can find themselves
in dangerous waters when they
haven’t discussed how to identify
“couple” goals. Those goals may be
different and they may have dif-
ferent ways to achieve them.

6. Honest conversation is often
the best way to figure out how to
work together. It can create inti-
macy because it involves revealing
how you really think and feel and
what you really want. 

7. Even the most compatible
couples combat each other some-
times. It helps to establish conflict
resolution methods and to set
rules for “fair fighting.” 

8. Getting along doesn’t have
to mean spending all your time
together. You do, however, need
to determine what things you
like to do together and what
things you want to do separately.
Remember, everyone needs some
time alone. 

9. In addition to communica-
tion with each other, couples have
to agree on how they communicate
with the outside world. What do
they share with friends and fam-
ily and what’s off limits?

• This advice comes from the
experts at TRUEBeginnings™, an
online relationship-building ser-
vice established to help singles in
the U.S. find a compatible partner
with whom they can establish a
meaningful and successful rela-
tionship. Because it believes the
most important factor for such a
relationship is compatibility, the
company invests millions of dol-
lars in research and development
to create its TRUE Compatibility
Test™, a proprietary patent-pend-
ing analysis and its TRUE Compat-
ibility Index™, which helps mem-
bers discover themselves as well as
find compatible partners. In addi-
tion, it’s the only site that offers
members peace of mind with crim-
inal background screening for all
communicating members. You can
learn more online at www.true
beginnings.com.

What Women—and Men—Really Want
How Men and Women Value 

Personal Attributes
Men Women

Personality 62.5% 49.5%

Mind and Intelligence 25.5% 22.6%

Face 7.1% 12.7%

Body 3.1% 14.5%

Professional Success 1.5% 0.5%

According to recent TRUEBeginnings studies

(NAPSA)—Whether it’s from
melting snow, spring showers or a
summer downpour, standing
water on roadways can pose a
hazard. Drivers should take care
to heed these wet weather driving
tips.

Mac Demere, a Michelin test
driver and former race car driver,
reminds motorists to:

• Make sure tires have ade-
quate tread depth, and

• Make sure tires are properly
inflated.

Demere’s advice is based on
recent tests conducted at Michelin’s
proving grounds in Laurens, S.C.,
where photos from a high-speed,
underground camera showed the
effect water and speed have on
worn tires. The researchers created
a “puddle” of water 3/16ths-of-an-
inch deep and ran a vehicle
through it at speeds of 60 mph and
30 mph. The tests were conducted
with the tires set at 35 psi, the rec-
ommended pressure for the test
vehicle. Then the test was repeated
with tires under-inflated at 30 psi
and 25 psi. The tires were worn
about 50 percent.

With the tires inflated to 35 psi
and the car driven at 60 mph, the
tread showed sufficient contact
with the road. At the same speed
and with tire pressure set five psi
lower than the recommended
pressure, testing showed nearly
the entire tread lost contact with
the road. When the pressure was
set at 25 psi, testing showed only
the shoulders, or sides, of the tire
tread were touching the road.

“At that point, the tire is
hydroplaning,” Demere said. “Your
car is riding on a wake of water, just

like a surfboard on a wave. And no
amount of shifting your body weight
is going to control its direction.”

A worn tire magnifies the dan-
gerous effects standing water can
have on a tire’s ability to main-
tain traction. Demere’s sugges-
tion is that drivers replace worn
tires before the rainy season and
certainly when they are exten-
sively worn.

“Most state regulations say you
must change your tires when the
tread is worn to 2/32nds-of-an-
inch, but our tests show that even
at 4/32nds-of-an-inch depth, the
tire’s ability to channel water has
been significantly reduced, com-
pared to when it was new,” he
said. “When shopping, you’ll want
to consider a wet-weather tire like
the Michelin® HydroEdge™. Its
design maximizes hydroplaning
resistance by minimizing water
flow turbulence, while optimizing
traction in dry conditions.”

Heed These Wet Weather Driving Tips

A tire under-inflated by 10 psi may
lose total contact with the road
when going through water at
highway speeds. This photo,
taken with a special camera under
glass, shows only the sides of the
tire tread touch the road.
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